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ANNO DRACULA

“Genuinely impressive, skillfully told” STARBURST

“The ultimate ripping yarn...erudite, witty, fast-moving 
and terrific fun” 

STEPHEN GALLAGHER

“Kim Newman continues to amaze.  ANNO DRACULA is 
a marvel” 

F. PAUL WILSON

“The skilful re-imagining of a Victorian England where 
Dracula’s attempt to infiltrate English society was not only 

undefeated but an unqualified success.”
LOVEVAMPIRES.COM

 “Once you go Drac, you never go back.” 
MIKE PERSCHON TOR.COM
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KIM NEWMAN

Kim Newman hails from England and is a 
journalist, film critic and writer of fiction.  
After viewing a version of Dracula at the 
tender age of eleven, his fragile little mind 
was warped into that which produces 
award winning writing.  He has been the 
recipient of the Bram Stoker Award, the 
International Horror Guild Award and the 
BSFA Award.

Set in an alternate history of the nineteenth 
century, it is 1888 and Queen Victoria has 
taken the Wallachian prince, Vlad Tepes as 
her consort,  leading to a reign of terror.  

In Whitechapel, Silver Knife, dubbed by 
some as Jack The Ripper, prowls the streets 
delivering the final death to freshly turned 
vampire girls.  

The murders threaten the new regime.  Agent 
of the crown, Charles Beauregard is called 
upon to track down the killer and is assisted
by the elder vampire Genevieve Dieudonne.

Anno Dracula has been the recipient of  The 
Dracula Scociety’s Children of the Night 
Award, The Fiction Award of the Lord 
Ruthaven Assembly, The International 
Horror Critics’ Guild Award and  Prix Ozone.
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